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Week in the markets:
Indices:
•

China /Hong Kong /US all struggling for direction – one day up the next down. The result
stuck in their respective ranges. Causes – Trump, Geopolitics, trade war threats, investors
just unsure where to turn.

•

Japan – Nikkei 225 couldn’t break 23000 and heading back to 22000?

•

European indices retracing after recent bullish run – a weak Euro may help them?

•

Same for the FTSE – retracing from record highs but a weak GBP may help the bulls
cause?

Major Indices Daily Heikin Ashi + Ichimoku View:

Relative Value Indexes:

How to use:
Looking for possible indexes with value relative to support & resistance areas, and relative to the other major indices. Either to the up
or downside. For example: If an index has been bullish for a while, sells off to an obvious support level is this an opportunity to buy the
dip? This is not guaranteed, but these charts should have a close eye kept on them.

European Indices Relative Value:
Polish WIG and the Swiss SMI offering relative value to the Eurostoxx Index? Italian MIB pulled back to
normality?

How to use:
Which indices in Europe is strong / weak? 10 major European indices are analysed for their performance over the last year relative to
each other. They are also placed against the benchmark Eurostoxx 50 Index. Above the index = outperforming, below the index (in the
grey shaded area)= underperforming. Relative strength analysis can be used to find buying and selling opportunities. Like the currency
strength tool, you can see trends in strength by index again looking for buying and selling opportunities in relation to one another.

Major Indices Technical Levels:

Info: Levels are based on Fibonacci, Ichimoku and other technical tools to create a guide for support and resistance areas.
Key: S1 = next short technical level etc, L1 = next long technical level etc. built around the current price.
R/R = Risk Reward either going long or short based on current price and stops / target at L1 and S1
Longer term trend = determined from daily & weekly charts

Seasonality:
Bovespa strong bearish seasonality this time of year. FTSE, IBEX, CAC, NK225 bearish seasonality this time of year.

How to use:
Indices, like commodities also behave seasonally and these periods can be taken advantage of, either to trade or to be aware of. The
strength of the trend has been made more granular and is based on the 20 yr average trend return for each index. New: you will
sometimes see a number in a box: this is the probability of the event happening. The number is only shown with high likelihood events.

Index Watch: UK FTSE 100:
UK FTSE 100: pulling back from recent record highs. A weaker GBP may help keep it up there? Currently trading 7748.

Index Watch Weekly Pick: DAX
DAX: One of the day traders favourites! After recent gains, price retracing and finding support around 12900 / 13000 area. A
further downside break from here, could see 12400 targeted? Upsides – highs at 13598? A weaker Euro may aid the bulls?
(You can find this index TradingView: DEU30 and on FxPro & Core Spreads as Germany 30)

Index Watch: US S&P500
S&P500: Lethargic and stuck in a range. Low volatility, Trump, geopolitics keeping it in a holding pattern. Trading 2733.

4hr 3 Line Break chart:

Index Watch: US Market Sentiment Dashboard:
General Sentiment: Neutral
How to use:
Data is based off weekly and
daily currency strength
quantitative analysis to present
a ‘feel’ for the longer term
sentiment, strength and
weakness levels in the major
currencies.

VIX (CBOE Volatility Index): At recent lows but turning north again in the short term?(>30 = investor
fear/uncertainty & <20 = less stressful markets)

Nasdaq 100 & Volatility (VXN) watch :

How to use:
Look for the reverse correlation between volatility and price to find possible turning points.

Volume at Price: S&P500:

How to use:
Volume at price in the short term - a great way to see key supply and demand price levels and apply this analysis to your technicals /
strategies. Volume = grey histogram right of chart. Purple lines = significant levels of possible support & resistance.

Index Watch: Far East – Nikkei 225 & Hang Seng
Hang Seng frustrating – broke range then retracing back
into it again. Stuck between 31500 and 29500. Currently
trading 30628.

Nikkei 225: 23000 the stumbling block and retracing back
to 22000? Yen getting stronger? Currently trading at
22450.

Volume at Price: Nikkei 225:

How to use:
Volume at price in the short term - a great way to see key supply and demand price levels and apply this analysis to your technicals /
strategies. Volume = grey histogram right of chart. Purple lines = significant levels of possible support & resistance.
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